PRESS RELEASE
“IBERIAN PASSION AT LINEAPELLE”

With just under 500 square meters, Iberian Passion is present at Lineapelle through a staggering 17 Spanish
Tanneries, showcasing the best of the Iberian Passion through innovative and creative leather and fur collections.
Lineapelle has always been the leading trade show within the international leather industry, and more specifically
the European market. The Spanish Tanners have always focused on this platform to continue with their branding
positioning because “Lineapelle” is probably the best trade show that allows the Spanish companies to position
themselves in the luxury market. Italy and France are the main markets for Spanish leathers, so this trade show not
only allows the companies to showcase their latest collections, but is also an excellent meeting point.
The importance of this show is clearly illustrated by the Spanish Tanners participation- as it is the trade fair with the
largest presence of Spanish companies. For Mrs Anna García, the recently nominated Managing Director: “The
name Italy has always been associated with luxury, design and quality and for many companies of our industry, Italy
is their number one market. And stats show that even in a crisis, the sale of luxury goods remains rather intact. And
all of our client’s value highly not only the quality of the finished article, but also the origin of the hides and leathers,
since Spain is renowned for its raw materials. Also, within the last decade, most Spanish companies have focused
and specialized in premium quality articles, which has enabled them to not only penetrate the luxury market, but
also consolidate them in the Italian fashion as one of their leading suppliers.”
One of the attractive factors of the Spanish participation at this show is that each company has its own unique
signature when it comes to design and innovation, yet they all have a facet which is apparent throughout the
collections of the companies, and that is their passion for natural beauty, including the chromatic palette of colours
which they are presenting this season. Iberian Passion is the result of centuries of tradition, of love for an ancient
craft and their desire and fight to ensure their future through perfection, sustainability, technology, innovation,
creativity and excellence.

EXHIBITING COMPANIES
Hall 9
GOLDEPELE

Hall 11
U15

ALMANSA CUERO PIEL

R29-S30

MIGUEL FARRÉS ROJAS

D05

CURTIDOS CASTAÑER

T26

DERCOSA

E26- E30

Hall 11
CURTIDOS BASSOLS
INCUSA

F11-G12-G16

D25-D29 /E26_E30

TENERIAS OMEGA

D25-D29 / E26 – E30

Hall 13
VERDEVELENO

F13-F17

INPELSA

M15 - M17 / N16 - N18

CURTIDOS BADIA

E27-F30

CURTIDOS PARERA

N17-P18

COMBALIA

A5-A7

MORERA PELL

A5-A8

VIDAL BOSCH

V12-V14-V16

Hall 15

P. FONTANELLAS Y MARTI V12-V14-V16
RIBA GUIXA CURTIDOS N15-P16

IBERIAN PASSION: An idea of the rich chromatic palette
presented by the Spanish Tanners. Much more can be seen and felt at the exhibiting companies, so why not pop
round and live the emotions sparked by Iberian Passion.

